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finally, call of duty: infinite warfare also includes a fully integrated call of duty: warzone experience,
where players can enjoy a new mode that combines the intensity of call of duty: modern warfare
multiplayer with the blockbuster multiplayer experience of call of duty: black ops iii. players will
battle for survival in a massive, action-packed map in a variety of game modes including team

deathmatch, domination, and search and destroy. the latest chapter in the iconic call of duty series
builds on the foundation of the award-winning modern warfare, delivering a campaign, multiplayer
and zombies experience unlike anything before in call of duty. activision and sledgehammer games

give call of duty : infinite warfare a full and vibrant world to explore, in the darkest timeline yet,
featuring the most devastating war machines ever created, the largest conflict ever fought on land,

and the most immersive battlefields ever in call of duty. decked out with a fresh and dynamic
storyline and narrative, call of duty: infinite warfare is a full and robust gameplay experience

featuring stunningly dynamic battlefields, captivating call of duty: warzone action, an innovative
zombies mode that combines the classic, new, and returning modes from modern warfare, and a
collection of iconic characters from the call of duty franchise, each with a unique personality and
point of view. developed by sledgehammer games, the award-winning team behind call of duty:

black ops iii, call of duty: infinite warfare includes modern warfare gameplay, and improvements to
call of duty: black ops iii. modern warfare and black ops iii innovations like perks, scorestreaks, and

the map system, are featured in a newly detailed, beautifully-rendered, open-world world.
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